
Central declaration of dependencies 
(Shared externally) 
 

Use cases 

Central declaration of dependencies 
As a user, I want to declare all the dependencies my project uses in one place, so that I can 
easily update the dependency versions in all projects without having to search and replace, 
and reduce the risks of accidentally using different versions in subprojects. 
 
However, I still want to make it possible to overwrite a version for a particular dependency. 

Build script support for dependency declarations 
I want to use type-safe accessors for those dependencies, so that if I use a dependency in a 
project, it’s less likely to make typos, and it’s not required to remember the GAV coordinates 
of external dependencies. 
In addition, if a dependency is removed from the catalog, you will get an early failure in case 
you were using that alias. 

Sharing dependencies in an organization 
As a build master, or as a team responsible in an organization to publish recommendations 
for other teams to use (for example, publish a catalog of dependencies that folks can pick 
from if they have no idea what to use), I want to be able to share the dependency 
recommendations in an efficient way, including plugin versions. 

Prior Art 
It should provide a replacement for the following patterns: 
 

- declaring dependency versions in `gradle.properties` and accessing them via 
dynamic properties (Groovy) or delegated properties (Kotlin) 

- declaring dependency versions with `ext.` in the root project (or subprojects) and 
then accessing them via `ext.` 

- declaring a static class in `BuildSrc` which is then visible from all build scripts (but 
implies recompilation every time a dependency changes) 

- declaring a static class in `BuildSrc` for dependency coordinates, and the versions 
somewhere else (aka, the pattern used in Gradle itself) 

- popular plugins like refresh versions plugin 

https://github.com/jmfayard/refreshVersions


- declaring extension methods in Kotlin to declare a set of dependencies at once 
(popular pattern in the Android world) 

 
When replacing an existing pattern, it should fix some of the issues with those patterns, like 
compatibility with the build cache (e.g, avoid recompiling build scripts for a dependency 
version change) and the upcoming configuration cache. 

What it’s not 
This document is not about: 

- replacing platforms: the dependencies we’re talking about can actually be inserted in 
platforms too. Platforms are a component type which participates in the structure of 
the project. There however is a clear overlap between the concepts which is 
addressed in this document. 

- replacing dependency locking, which talks about the resolved dependencies, not 
their declaration 

- providing automation around checking for available dependency updates and 
applying them 

- not declaring dependencies in projects: we’re only listing dependencies, but they still 
have to be declared in every project 

- solving the “dependabot problem”, which is to have an accessible file format for 
dependencies that a tool can reason about (but it helps) 

- composition of platforms is complex because it implies, again, dependencies onto 
other platforms, which may introduce conflicts 

- Always identifying the source of a dependency declaration like buildscript, plugin or 
something else. Although traceability is important and should be considered when 
possible. 

Implementation 
 
This spec describes the implementation currently available on `master`, is subject to change 
and is scheduled for 7.1. 
 

API 
An API is added to settings to register dependency and dependency bundle aliases: 
 
dependencyResolutionManagement { 
   versionCatalog { 
       libs { 
           alias("guava").to("com.google.guava", "guava").version { 
               require("27.0-jre") 
           } 
           alias("groovy").to("org.codehaus.groovy", "groovy") 
               .version { 



                   require("3.0.6") 
               } 
           alias("groovy-xml") 
               .to("org.codehaus.groovy", "groovy-xml").version { 
                   require("3.0.6") 
               } 
           bundle("groovy", ["groovy", "groovy-xml"]) 
       } 
   } 

} 

 
Build script usage: 

● In the build script, users can reference aliases from the project object, using the 
catalog name: project.libs.guava 

● Nested accessors are generated in case a dependency alias contains a dot (.), an 
underscore (_) or a minus (-) : e.g `groovy-json` is mapped to `libs.groovy.json` 

● Bundles are available via a sub-accessor: project.libs.bundles.groovy 

Scoped catalogs 
The API allows declaring multiple catalogs, namespaced using an extension name.  
 
For example: 
 
dependencyResolutionManagement { 
   versionCatalog { 
       libs { 
           alias("guava").to("com.google.guava", "guava").version { 
               require("27.0-jre") 
           } 
       } 
   } 

   versionCatalog { 
       testLibs { 
           alias("junit").to("junit:junit:4.13.1") 
       } 
   } 

} 

 

By convention, Gradle will provide a “libs” catalog which would load its contents from a file 
(see below). The default extension name (“libs”) is configurable in case of name clash.  
 
There is, for now, a single standard dependency catalog container and it’s the responsibility 
of the build author to create more as needed. 

Declaration of versions 
The API also allows separating versions declarations from libraries declarations: 
 
dependencyResolutionManagement { 



   versionCatalog { 
       libs { 
           val guavaVersion = version("guava") { 
               require("27.0-jre") 
           } 
           alias("guava").to("com.google.guava", 
"guava").versionRef(guavaVersion) 
       }  

   } 

} 

 

The main advantage of this is that a single dependency version declaration can be shared 
by multiple dependency declarations, and represent the common fact that multiple libraries 
share the same version. 
 
Versions declared via this API are accessible, for convenience, via type-safe accessors. For 
example, it’s possible to get the guava version above using: 
 
val version = libs.versions.guava.get() 
 
The returned version is a single version. A choice was made to return a single string even if 
the version declared as an alias is a rich version because in build scripts, the most likely 
usage of standalone versions like this is to configure, for example, tools version like 
checkstyle: 
 
in the model: 
 
dependencyResolutionManagement { 
   versionCatalog { 
       tools { 
           version("checkstyle", "5.2") 
       } 
   } 
} 
 
in the build script: 
 
checkstyle { 
   checkstyleVersion = tools.versions.checkstyle.get() 
} 

 
The single version is the required version if defined, if not the strictly version if defined and if 
not the preferred version. 

Overwriting a dependency version 
 
In case a project wants to reuse the coordinates but needs a different version for a 
dependency, the syntax is straightforward: 



 
testImplementation(libs.junit4) { 
   version { 
       require("4.13") 
   } 
} 

 

It’s worth restating that the versions declared in the dependencies model, either via settings 
or via the TOML file have nothing different from declaring a version directly in the build 
script: it’s strictly equivalent to inlining the dependency declaration in the build script. So 
versions declared in the model have no stronger opinion than the regular ones. That’s also 
why the model lets you declare rich versions, just like in build scripts. 
 
This means that the syntax above is strictly equivalent to writing: 
 
testImplementation("junit:junit:4.11") { // the version here will be 
ignored 

   version { 
       require("4.13") 
   } 
} 
 

Implementation limitation with precompiled script plugins 
 
It is currently not possible to use the generated extensions in precompiled script plugins, or 
plugins declared in buildSrc. There is a technical reason for this: buildSrc is considered an 
independent build, just like any other included build. If we imagine that we expose the 
extension to precompiled script plugins, the extension we would be exposing would be the 
one from `buildSrc` itself. Which means that when a script plugin would do: 
 
libs.junit4 
 
The `junit4` would actually be resolved to the extension configured in 
`buildSrc/settings.gradle`. However, a precompiled script plugin, or any other plugin, is 
expected to be applied to a project context. So the first problem is that there may be a 
mismatch between the expectation (the visible extension should be the one from a project) 
and the scope (the extension can only see what is declared in its own build, so `buildSrc` 
here). 
 
Let’s imagine that we use the `buildSrc` extension and that via the sharing mechanisms we 
describe in this document, the same model is used for both `buildSrc` and the main project. 
Then we could make it work “by accident”, because the generated classes in both contexts 
would be identical. 
 
Because there are lots of unknown and potential implementation quirks, it’s currently out of 
scope to support exposing the extensions to precompiled script plugins (and production code 



in general). We are however working on ideas to make this possible, with semantics to be 
defined. 

Conventional dependencies file 
 
This API is implicitly used if a new file, dependencies.toml, is added to the “gradle” directory. 
This file is a source for the default extension, libs. It’s not any special: it’s really just a 
convenience which feeds the default dependencies model (libs) with dependencies, aliases, 
… 
 
This file basically associates GAV coordinates to an alias: 
 
[versions] 
# Generates libs.groovyVersion 

groovy = "3.0.2" 
 

[dependencies] 
# Generates libs.guava 

guava = { group = "com.google.guava", name = "guava", version.strictly 
= "27.0-jre" } 
# Generates libs.groovy 

groovy = { group = "org.codehaus.groovy", name = "groovy", version.ref 
= "groovy" } 
 

# Generates libs.groovyJson 

groovy-json = { group = "org.codehaus.groovy", name = "groovy-json", 
version.ref = "groovy" } 
 

# Generates libs.math3 

math3 = "org.apache.commons:commons-math3:3.6.1" 
 

[bundles] 
# Generates libs.groovyBundle 

groovy = ["groovy", "groovy-json"] 
 

[plugins] 
com.monnage.test-report = "1.0" 
 
 
Then in a build file, those dependencies can be addressed via an extension corresponding 
to the default libraries model: 
 
implementation(libs.guava) 
 
This extension is generated automatically by Gradle from the contents of the Toml file: 
 
/** 

* Creates a dependency provider for guava (com.google.guava:guava) 



*/ 

public Provider<MinimalExternalModuleDependency> getGuava() { return 
create("guava"); } 
 
The extension class itself generates an accessor for every alias, but the GAV (group, 
artifact, version) coordinates are injected at runtime. This lets us avoid recompiling 
classes in case only a dependency version is changed: the schema wouldn’t change, only 
the coordinates and/or version. 
 
This extension is available to the projects (with IDE completion, javadocs, …). However, it’s 
not available in buildSrc. An ideal solution should make it available in buildSrc too, and 
possibly for the plugins block, but it’s not the responsibility of this work: such a thing is 
already possible by applying a settings plugin on both buildSrc and the main build. 
 
However, the settings DSL allows sourcing the model from any arbitrary TOML file. So while 
the default is to read from `gradle/dependencies.toml`, it’s perfectly possible to create more 
models, or complete any model, by reading a file. In particular, it is possible to feed the 
model of the `buildSrc` settings with the TOML file of the main build, in which case the 
dependency definition are effectively shared between buildSrc and the main build: 
 
dependencyResolutionManagement { 
   versionCatalog { 
       libs { 
           from(file("../gradle/dependencies.toml")) 
       } 
   } 
} 
 
It’s worth noting that the implementation is already configuration cache compliant. 
 

Dependency bundles 
 
In addition to single dependencies, the TOML file allows the declaration of bundles: 
 
[bundles] 
groovy = ["groovy", "groovy-json"] 
 
A bundle is basically a number of dependencies which are always added together. This is 
common for implementation dependencies, when each project needs to redeclare a number 
of dependencies which are always used together, and frequent in the Android ecosystem. 
 
In this case, declaration looks like this: 
 
implementation(libs.bundles.groovy) // adds 2 dependencies 
 
Similarly to dependency versions, overriding a version using the open block would set the 
version of all the dependencies of the bundle: 



 
implementation(libs.bundles.groovy) { 
    version { 

        require("3.0.6") // version is set on both dependencies 
    } 

} 

Plugins 
 
It’s a common request to be able to share the plugin dependency versions across projects. 
There’s already an API for plugin management this in settings, but we can make it 
convenient to use from the properties file: 
 
[plugins] 
com.monnage.test-report = "1.0" 
 
When the catalog file is loaded, the above is applied to the settings plugin management API, 
which then allows the plugin to be applied by id from any project without version: 
 
plugins { 
   `java-library` 
   id("com.monnage.test-report") 
} 

Version catalog plugin 
 
See https://github.com/gradle/gradle/pull/15019 
 
Today, the only way to share dependency recommendations is to publish a “Java platform”, 
which as a number of drawbacks: 
 

- it’s only supported by the “Java” ecosystem, it typically doesn’t work in Android where 
the source sets are different. 

- on the consumer side, it requires “importing” a platform, which actively participates in 
graph resolution: it’s a number of constraints which will apply to transitive 
dependencies for example. In case of conflicts, the consumer has to understand 
what conflict resolution is, properly resolve the problems, which sometimes leads to 
inefficient solutions like using excludes, force or strict versions so that it works. 

- it doesn’t support the possibility offered by the Spring DM plugin, for example, to use 
a single version “identifier” for several dependencies, but more importantly, to 
override the version at consumption time. 
 
 

This document introduced the notion of a “Dependency Model”, available via settings, which 
basically corresponds to a catalog of dependencies a developer can choose from. Those 
dependencies come with default version numbers, but a developer only cares about the first 
level dependencies when declaring dependencies. 

https://github.com/gradle/gradle/pull/15019


 
By using the “settings DSL” or the TOML file, we provide a way to declare this catalog. We 
don’t solve, however, the “sharing” aspect of this catalog, that is to say, being able to reuse it 
in different builds, including different builds of the same company, in different repositories. 
 
One way to share this catalog is to write a settings plugin. However, it overlaps with this 
notion of Java platform which is already published by some teams (for example, as a BOM). 
In other words, the same model, a number of dependencies which a user can pick from, can 
be used for two different use cases: structuring a dependency graph (importing a BOM) and 
getting a set of recommendations. 
 
A team which wants to provide to users the two solutions would then have to implement both 
a settings plugin AND publish a platform. However, those two things can be seen as two 
variants of the same thing. 
 
To fix this problem, in addition to the ability to read the dependencies model from a TOML 
file, we propose the addition of a new published component, a “version catalog”, which 
would basically publish the catalog as a TOML file. 
 
For example, a build master could publish a catalog using this: 
 
 
plugins { 
  id 'version-catalog' 
} 

 

catalog { 
  // recommend a number of libraries to use 
  versionCatalog { 
     def groovyVersion = version("groovy", "2.5.7") 
     alias("groovy").to("org.codehaus.groovy", 
"groovy").versionRef(groovyVersion) 
     alias("groovy-json").to("org.codehaus.groovy", 
"groovy-json").versionRef(groovyVersion) 
     alias("groovy-xml").to("org.codehaus.groovy", 
"groovy-xml").versionRef(groovyVersion) 
  } 
 

  // recommend a number of plugin versions 
  plugins { 
     id("org.springframework.boot") version "2.3.4.RELEASE" 
  } 
} 

 
Then a consumer can “import” this catalog into their build using the settings DSL, and get 
type-checked accessors and plugin version recommendations automatically: 
 
dependencyResolutionManagement { 
   versionCatalog { 



       companyLibs { 
           from("com.company:platform:1.0") 
       } 
   } 
} 

 
The build scripts can then do things like: 
 
plugins { 
   id 'org.springframework.boot' // no version needed 
} 

 

dependencies { 
   implementation companyLibs.groovy // get a recommendation 
} 

 
In case the user wants to use a different version for a set of dependencies which share the 
same version number (feature offered by the Spring DM plugin for example), it can be done 
at import time (several libraries of the catalog share the same “placeholder” version): 
 
dependencyResolutionManagement { 
   versionCatalog { 
       companyLibs { 
           from("com.company:catalog:1.0") 
           version("groovy", "3.0.5") 
       } 
   } 
} 

 

Composition of catalogs 
 
One of the advantages of using published catalogs over settings plugins is that they can 
easily be composed. It is possible to build a catalog from other catalogs, including or 
excluding parts of included catalogs: 
 
dependencyResolutionManagement { 
   versionCatalog { 
       libs { 
           from("com.mycompany:catalog:1.0") { 
               // import everything, excluding the following dependency 
               excludeDependency("some-alias") 
           } 
           from("com.other:catalog:1.1") { 
               // exclude everything but this dependency 
               includeDependency("some-dep") 
           } 
           // and add explicit dependencies 
           alias("some-alias").to("my.own:lib:1.2") 



       } 
   } 
} 

 

Making the Java Platform plugin reusable 
 
Because teams already publish Java platforms that they may want to make available as a 
catalog, we can enhance the Java platform plugin in order to publish a catalog (TOML) in 
addition to the BOM, for example. 
 
To do this, the only thing we have to do is to apply both the `java-platform` and 
`version-catalog` plugins to an existing platform: 
 
plugins { 
  id 'java-platform' 
  id 'version-catalog' 
} 

 

dependencies { 
  api 'org.codehaus.groovy:groovy:3.0.5' 
  api 'org.codehaus.groovy:groovy-json:3.0.5' 
} 

 
The aliases are inferred from the module names, aggregating all direct dependencies and 
constraints of the platform. An API lets the user fix conflicts in case two dependencies share 
the same name but have different groups, for example. 
 

Example with Spring Boot 
Let’s assume that Spring Boot publishes a catalog in parallel with the Spring Boot BOM. 
Spring application developers would then be able to import the catalog in their project 
settings, which lets them pick dependencies blessed by the Spring Boot team easily. 
It becomes trivial to use these libraries as their first level dependencies. 
 
However, doing only that would be limited to leveraging the Spring Boot team opinions only 
for first level dependencies. 
 
In addition, the developer can also declare a dependency on the Spring Boot BOM which will 
allow the opinions of the Spring Boot team to be applied also to the transitive dependencies. 
 
We see here how the two solutions are complementary to each other and address different 
use cases. 
 



Project accessors 
 
Projects have a similar problem to dependencies: project dependencies are sensitive to the 
project path. If a project moves or its name changes, you have to figure out all projects which 
use it and update build scripts, but because it’s just a string reference, it’s easy to miss 
usages. 
 
We propose to generate, in addition to a dependency extension, a project extension 
providing type-safe accessors. 
 
For example, instead of writing: 
 
dependencies { 
   implementation(project(":commons:core")) 
} 
 
You can write: 
 
dependencies { 
   implementation(projects.commons.core) 
} 

 

In Gradle 6.8, project accessors are only available via an experimental feature flag. 

Appendix 

Pull requests 
 
Here’s a list of PRs corresponding to this topic: 

- Initial work: https://github.com/gradle/gradle/pull/14896 
- Type-safety improvements: https://github.com/gradle/gradle/pull/15010 
- Notation parsing improvements: https://github.com/gradle/gradle/pull/15022 
- DSL polishing: https://github.com/gradle/gradle/pull/15030 
- Version catalog: https://github.com/gradle/gradle/pull/15019 
- Trace-ability improvements : https://github.com/gradle/gradle/pull/15061 
- Dependency version improvement: https://github.com/gradle/gradle/pull/15063 
- Alternate dependency accessors: https://github.com/gradle/gradle/pull/15091 
- Documentation: https://github.com/gradle/gradle/pull/15142 

Why TOML? 
 

https://github.com/gradle/gradle/pull/14896
https://github.com/gradle/gradle/pull/15010
https://github.com/gradle/gradle/pull/15022
https://github.com/gradle/gradle/pull/15030
https://github.com/gradle/gradle/pull/15019
https://github.com/gradle/gradle/pull/15061
https://github.com/gradle/gradle/pull/15063
https://github.com/gradle/gradle/pull/15091
https://github.com/gradle/gradle/pull/15142


The TOML format is gaining popularity. It’s used by Cargo (the Rust build system), Hugo 
(popular static site generator), GitLab CI, … It’s inspired from good old ini files and its syntax 
is easy, it’s spec is simple and as its name implies, obvious. 
 
It’s basically <key,value> pairs. 
 
[foo] 
bar = “tada!” 
 
Is equivalent to: 
 
foo.bar = “tada!” 
 
Similarly: 
 
[foo.bar] 
baz = { a = “v1”, b = “v2” } 
 
is equivalent to: 
 
foo.bar.baz.a = “v1” 
foo.bar.baz.b = “v2” 
 
It’s basically meant to make configuration files readable and easy. It’s worth noting that it 
doesn’t support placeholders. 
 
TOML also makes it easy to interpret from external tooling (IDE support exists, machine 
code can read it, …) 
 
Cons: one more configuration file (but isn’t it the point?) 
 

- No schema 
- Poor IDE editing support (but syntax highlighting and validation is well supported) 
- Strings need quotes 
- Not very well known, relative to JSON and YAML (however INI files are well known) 

Alternatives 

Settings plugin 
This is the most obvious alternative: if a user isn’t happy with the TOML format, it is possible 
to write a settings plugin which would read from another file, or even just provide a set of 
dependencies by using the dependencyResolutionManagement API. 
 

XML 
 

https://toml.io/


XML is very verbose. Whatever we end up with would look like a POM file. There’s little 
advantage in writing such, especially from a human point of view. 
 
The XML spec, and any spec-following parsers, are, by default, vulnerable to the XML 
External Entity Processing (XXE). 
 

Properties files 
 
Properties files are simple and already used in Gradle. Some projects actually declare 
dependency versions in properties files, but declaring something more complex like GAV 
coordinates or rich version constraints is not practical. 
 

JSON 
 
JSON is a very popular format, but its main domain of application is serialization, especially 
between a client and a server. It’s verbose (quotes everywhere) and doesn’t support 
comments. It’s also untyped. 
 

YAML 
 
YAML is very popular, especially since the rise of Docker and Kubernetes. However, there 
are many problems with YAML: 

- its spec is unclear, leaving a lot of interpretation to parsers 
- because the actual string value determines the type of the values, a version could be 

interpreted as a String, or a decimal, by the parser (see above) 
- it’s not very practical to write data like “rich version constraints” above, which consist 

of a lot of optional elements. In particular, its 
- whitespace sensitive! 

 

HOCON 
 
Hocon is a derivative of JSON which suffers from similar problems. 
 

Dhall 
 
The Dhall configuration language would be a very nice thing to use. It supports everything 
we want, has a clean spec and supports things like functions, variable declaration, etc, which 
would help in avoiding repetition without having to introduce a custom syntax for that (see 
the _ trick above). 
There are a couple things which make dhall not really suitable for us: 

https://owasp.org/www-community/vulnerabilities/XML_External_Entity_(XXE)_Processing
https://owasp.org/www-community/vulnerabilities/XML_External_Entity_(XXE)_Processing
https://dhall-lang.org/#


1. it’s a full configuration language, which is not as obvious as toml: by allowing 
functions and more, it’s more involved and requires more knowledge 

2. there isn’t a full Java implementation available (a Scala one exists, though) 
 

Groovy/Kotlin 
 
Last but not least, we could consider Groovy or Kotlin. However, those are Turing complete 
languages. First, that’s not what our users are asking for (for declaring versions, we don’t 
need a language, we just need a good old list). Second, it raises a number of performance 
issues. In particular, it invalidates the script classpath for any kind of change: versions, 
coordinates, aliases, … It would also require inventing a new specialized DSL for 
dependencies, in both languages. 


